






Insights was spot on!

Helpful to have examples of how to understand others and 
interact with them

Didn't feel I understood at the end of this (Leadership theory, 
authentic leadership, management tools). I think the areas 
were very relevant but not sure I gained a lot from the 
individual session as they were brief and not a lot I felt I could 
take away.

Some of this is hard to apply as most of us do not have 
opportunities to even discuss some of this outside "clinic work"

Decision making likely a very major component 
of leadership whereas delegation (for instance) is 
beyond our control (staffing)

I would like to be able to have higher leadership listen in or 
participate in part of the training.

Excellent group exercises that really allow the concepts to sink 
in.

Very useful concepts and hands-on training is 
always helpful



Learners are… Which means…



What you are going 
to learn (objectives) 

How are you going to learn it? 
(resources/strategies) 

Date for completion How are you going to 
know that you learned 
it? (evidence) 

How are you going 
to prove you 
learned? 
(verification) 

1. Individual 
Leadership

2. Financial 
Concepts 

3. Quality 
Improvement 

4. Team Project 

LEARNING CONTRACT

LEARNER:_________________________________________________________

ONLY YOU 
DECIDE!





MANAGEMENT
Doing Things Right

LEADERSHIP
Doing the Right Thing













Continued shift to retail 
and consumerism

• Public exchanges open in 
2014

• Private exchanges are 
taking root  

• Employers will look to 
defined contribution 
models

• Retail pharmacy positions 
to provide comprehensive 
primary care services

• Prestigious medical 
organizations position to 
compete nationally and 
internationally

Continued migration to 
value based models

• CMS funding and 
reimbursement reforms 
will continue to stimulate 
the shift to Fee for Value 
(FFV)

• The value-based trend has 
developed independent 
momentum with 
commercial insurers and 
employers 

• Budgetary pressures will 
force governments to find 
innovative ways to 
control healthcare 
spending

Continued transformation 
of healthcare to an 

information business

• PPACA (along with the 
earlier 2009 stimulus bill) 
have already funneled 
billions into EMRs; 
adoption rates are past a 
tipping point

• New business models 
built around information 
enablement services are 
emerging, and will 
fundamentally change the 
healthcare ecosystem



…

…Good financial management

…Efficient Practice Operations

…Enhanced Patient Care and 
Satisfaction

That is why 
we ALL need 
to 
understand







The Basic 
Accounting 

Equation







• The balance sheet 
reveals a company’s 
financial position

• The income 
statement discloses 
the company’s 
operating 
performance 

• The statement of 
cash flow reveals the 
sources and uses of 
cash





“Hope is not a 
strategy”



Strategies solve real problems

A good strategy
– Makes an accurate 

diagnosis
– Creates a guiding policy 

for problem solving
– Has a coherent 

administration of tactics
– Focuses on risks and how 

to mitigate them
– Understands competitive 

advantage







Influences your Strategy 
and Implementation





VISION & 
STRATEGY

CUSTOMER
“To achieve our vision, how 

should we appear to the 
customer?”

LEARNING & GROWTH
“To achieve our vision, how 
will we sustain our ability to 

change and improve?”

FINANCIAL
“To succeed financially, how 

should we appear to our 
shareholders?”

INTERNAL BUSINESS 
PROCESSES

“To satisfy our shareholders 
and customer, what business 

processes should we excel 
at?”
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Helpful to objective Harmful to objective
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STRENGHTS WEAKNESSES

Cover broad area
Collective knowledge
Great docs!
Primary care focus
High quality care

Lack of unified vision
Letting specialist drive primary care
Demoralization of providers
Access to specialty care
Cost
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OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

Lots of resources
Identify areas of unmet needs
Lead and create culture
Higher population health
Higher education and accountability 
of patient on self care/prevention

Market share; insurance companies; current 
system not sustainable
Sicker/older patients
Metrics requirements 
Too much time tracking data





•Executive Summary
Highlights
Objectives
Mission Statement 
Keys to Success

•Marketing
Market Analysis
Market Segmentation
Competition
Pricing

•Appendix
Start-Up Expenses
Determining Start-Up Capital
Cash Flow
Income Projection Statement
Profit and Loss Statement
Balance Sheet
Sales Forecast
Milestones
Break-Even Analysis
Miscellaneous Documents











Choosing to Re-write the 
Default Future

Putting Language to our 
Alternative Future

Creating a Vision of that 
Future

Creating a Good Strategy to 
Get There

We can eliminate our default future by:
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